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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
Philadelphia SmartCEO honors Collections Marketing Center (CMC) among 
its Future50 of 2013  
 
 
Wilmington, DE., January 18, 2013 – Collections Marketing Center (CMC) joined over 550 
attendees at last night’s award ceremony in Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania. The event honored those 
top 50 companies in the area to exhibit exceptional growth and contributions in their community 
over the past three years.  
 
“The companies we honored this year grew in spite of the economic hardships we have all been 
facing. These companies invested in themselves, and invested in their people and rose above the 
rest. They deserved to be recognized and celebrated because they are moving our economy and 
this region forward,” says Jaime Nespor, group publisher of SmartCEO magazine, “We were 
proud to recognize them for their achievements and growth.” 
 
CMC CEO Vytas Kisielius remarked, “We are honored to be recognized as part of the Future50. It 
is further testament to the growth that our outstanding team has delivered. We look forward to a 
very bright 2013.” 
 
Future50 Awards program is the largest and most highly anticipated SmartCEO awards program 
of the year. The 50 winners are profiled in the January issue of SmartCEO magazine.  
 
 
About Collections Marketing Center 
Collections Marketing Center, Inc. (CMC) offers a pioneering  adaptive collections service that 
enables lenders to deploy completely synchronized collections offers, contacts, and treatments 
across credit card, real estate, student, and installment loan products. The company’s 
FlexCollect® managed services solution is helping a rapidly growing number of top lenders 
collect more and spend less by increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of their charged off, 
delinquent, and pre-delinquent portfolio operations. For more information, visit www.cmcagile.com 
or call (302) 830- 9262. 
 
 
CMC and FlexCollect are trademarks or registered trademarks of Collections Marketing Center 
Inc. in the United States and/or in other countries. Other products and company names herein 
may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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